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PsychoSocial is a mental health multimedia

business created by mental health professionals in

a joint effort to raise mental health awareness and

destigmatize mental illness. 

We believe in the power and influence of media

on our identity. This is why we share content that

explores creativity, mental health, and wellness.

We advocate for social justice, supporting the

BIPOC, LGBTQ+, Latinx, WOC, and other

stigmatized communities.      

We provide culturally informed and racial trauma-

informed workshops, speaking engagements,

panel discussions, and mental health

consultations for organizations, businesses, and

multi-media production companies.
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STOP TELLING QUEER
PEOPLE TO COME OUT

OF THE CLOSET!
B Y  L U I S  C O R N E J O ,  L M F T

Over the years I’ve heard different variations of what

it means to “come out of the closet.” The very

statement is not only harmful but deep-rooted in

stigma towards queer folx. Most people who make

these statements seem to believe that being “out”

means people will be happier, safer, or more

“authentic” as individuals. 

Unfortunately, many of the folx who make these

statements don’t realize the complexities and

dangerous circumstances many queer folx live

under. Currently, it is estimated that upwards of 40%

of homeless youth identify as LGBTQ+ (Chapin Hall,

University of Chicago). LGBTQ+ youth homelessness

is often attributed to youth leaving dangerous home

situations or being kicked out by family.

You see, we live in a world where labels centered

around sexual identity are put under a microscope.

This is nothing new and it’s what many queer

movements have been fighting. The right to exists

and thrive regardless of whom we choose to love or

frankly, who we are intimate with. The reality,

however, is more daunting and quite honestly

reminds us that we have a long way to go. Sure, we

have our pride parades and more representation on

TV. Yet, we still see record-high suicide rates by

queer youth, discrimination embedded into state

laws all over the country, and anti-LGBTQ+ groups

rampaging around our backyard. 

All this to say that “coming out” or “coming out of the

closet” is not always safe or positive. There are

increasingly high numbers of queer folx who are

forced or chose to remain “hidden” because they

face real life-threatening consequences if they

“come out.” There are countless countries, including

our own, where people get attacked or killed simply

for “looking queer,” whatever that means.

*Although not everyone will use the term this way, I

decided to use the word queer/queerness rather than

LGBTQ+. My reasoning is that queerness embodies a

much larger spectrum of identity and reinforces a

movement of liberation. Language is powerful and not

everyone will use words, in the same way, depending on

age, identity, or other factors.
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https://voicesofyouthcount.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/11/ChapinHall_VoYC_NationalReport_Final.pdf


Fear of rejection from family, friends, and

colleagues.

Fear of physical, psychological, or emotional

harm.

Worry of discrimination or bullying

Fear of being placed under a microscope (people

analyzing, asking too many questions, or making

ridiculous conclusions about the queer

individual’s identity).

Fear of being treated differently by loved ones.

Being cut off financially or ending up homeless.

Going to prison (in some countries).

Losing romantic relationships with folx who are

not able to or don’t desire to come out.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

 

Keep in mind this is not an exhaustive list, there are

many other larger and smaller personal reasons why

queer folx don’t “come out.”

Our society centers itself around fear and anger. If

people don’t understand something or it goes

against their views, then it automatically becomes a

threat. We know how people respond to threats,

regardless of whether they are physical or

psychological.

 Queer people defy social structures and gender

binaries that hold others prisoner psychologically.

Sadly, this means that queer folx are seen as threats.

Countless queer folx have suffered at the hands of

bullshit patriarchal upholding individuals who

rather attack than listen.

As lovely as depictions on media look of people

coming out and being received with open arms (ex.

Love Simon), this is not always the case. Below are

common reasons why folx keep their queerness

private:
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As allies and support, our role is to listen and do our

best to help queer folx on their journey. Pushing,

forcing, or outing someone can have drastic

psychological or physical repercussions on them.

When someone is ready or in a space to do so, help

them plan and talk about what sharing such a

personal part of themselves can look like. Some folx

will need help with communicating, expressing, or

developing safety plans. 

I want to make clear that I firmly believe living our

authentic self is an invaluable experience and

powerful. Many activists often call for queer folx to

rise or even to speak up, however, as a therapist, I

also understand that this is not always safe and

survival is required. This does not mean that it is

forever, or may be it does. In the end, it is not OUR

decision, but individual folx who decide what is best

for them. 

Remember whether you have a loved one who may

be queer or work with queer folx, don’t make

assumptions. We all have biases and views,

regardless of how “open-minded” we say or believe

we are. The best method is always to engage in

active listening and provide a safe space. This can be

as simple as letting folx know you are open to talk

about sexuality, queerness, identity, etc. 

It can also helpful for you to have some resources

handy whether that is hotlines, websites, videos, or

podcasts that discuss queerness. Also, if you have

not heard of a specific identity do not belittle it or

criticize it, identity is unique and personal. Commit

to ongoing learning about queerness and issues

affecting different communities.

As helpful as we know being free to be ourselves is,

remember that not everyone has that privilege and

it is not our job to dictate or assume when someone

is ready.
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What Can You Do to Be Supportive?

Final Thoughts...

Author Luis Cornejo



Having a routine has been extremely helpful for me

during these uncertain times, especially since it is a

great way to avoid just jumping into work straight

out of bed. Before my morning routine, I often felt

scattered and overwhelmed.

Morning routines or rituals are something you may

have heard about before. My morning routine has

actually helped me feel calmer at the start of my

day. This is important because I am NOT a morning

person!

In fact, I love to sleep in and usually sleep an extra 30

minutes to an hour before I have to leave the house.

When the shelter in place first took effect, my sleep

and wake-up time was highly impacted. 

Now that it has been a year since the 1st shelter in

place order, I have shifted some things in my

schedule to help me prepare for any unexpected

changes that may come my way. I recently started to

take up a morning routine, which has helped me get

my day started and have some time to myself every

morning. 

Never in my life did I think I would be the kind of

person who would intentionally set a morning

routine, but I am happy to report that it has helped

me ground myself. 
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Rise & Shine!

My Routine

Author Zeyda Garcia, LPCC

A morning routine is something you do right after

waking up every single day. This can look different

for everyone and consists of simple things such as

drinking water, meditating, praying, stretching, etc.

Your morning routine is based on your personal

preference, needs, availability, and benefit. For

example, I wake up at 7:00AM every day to make

sure I have at least 2 free hours before starting work.

During these two hours, I get up, drink warm lemon

water, and write in my journal. After finishing my

morning journaling, I will meditate, drink fresh

water, make coffee, shower, eat breakfast, and get

started with my day. I do it all in this order, every

single day. 



What do you enjoy?  

Do you enjoy music?– play some music, dance

or sing in the morning.

Do you enjoy quiet mornings?-Do a quick

stretch in bed before getting up, meditate or

take 3 deep breaths before getting out of bed. 

How do you want to feel (energized, happy,

excited, etc.)? Consider how you may want to

feel and think of activities that might help you

feel that way (ex. Exercise, using positive

affirmations, deep breathing, etc.). 

Do you want to feel relaxed? Take 5 deep

breaths. Remember to follow what your body

needs.

Your morning routine should be unique to you. You

get to decide how much time you want to spend on

yourself every morning. If, after reading this, you

choose to start a morning routine, here are some

things to consider:

Other ideas you can try for your morning routine

include:

stretching, drinking water, listening to music,

dancing, journaling, meditation, working out,

making coffee, getting fresh air, tending to your

plants, and the list goes on.

A key thing to remember is that your routine activity

can range in time, and it can be a quick 5 minutes if

that is all you have time for. Also, don’t be afraid to

explore and experiment. It can take time to find the

perfect routine, but once you do, the benefits will be

immense!

Repeating the same thing every day has helped me

with pacing my day, especially when I know what

the workday may bring. It has also allowed me to be

more present in my day.
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My Routine Cont...

What is the Point of Having a
Morning Routine?
During times of high stress and uncertainty, we can

feel like we are all over the place. It is easy to get

caught up in the world’s stress and chaos, and a

morning routine introduces mindfulness to our day.

A morning routine can help us feel more at ease. It

can help us feel like we have a sense of control over

the start of our day, even if we don’t know what to

expect throughout our day. A consistent routine can

help us feel calmer because a morning routine

brings predictability and calm. Even if it’s just for a

few minutes, you can have some grounding and

control over your day. I have personally noticed the

wonders having a morning routine has done for my

nervous system.

How to Get Started with Your Own
Morning Routine!



Knowing what we want or value is what makes

manifesting so powerful. You see once we know

where we are headed, then we can begin our

journey and reach our destination! So, how can we

start to manifest and make our dreams a reality?

Well like with everything worth something in life, it

takes work. Below are some steps to help you get

started and guide you in your journey.
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What is Manifesting?

The word manifesting has been thrown around a lot

lately. Most people use it as a way to describe the

process of attracting and creating the things we

want in our lives. By definition

(www.dictionary.com), manifest means: readily

perceived by the eye or the understanding; evident;

obvious; apparent; plain. This definition describes

the direct meaning of manifest which means

something that is “obvious.” Many would argue,

however, that manifesting something is not always

obvious. After all most of us don’t always know what

we need or want in life. More commonly it’s a

process that takes time and lots of learning,

unlearning, as well as self-discovery. 

Learning How to Manifest!
B Y  L U I S  C O R N E J O

-UKNOWN

“Whatever you believe about

yourself on the inside is

what you will manifest on

the outside.”

https://www.dictionary.com/browse/manifest?s=t
https://www.dictionary.com/browse/evident
https://www.dictionary.com/browse/obvious
https://www.dictionary.com/browse/apparent
https://www.dictionary.com/browse/plain


This is where it can get a bit tough because we all

have different perspective on what is “wasteful”

spending. What is valuable to you, may be a waste to

me. One easy tip to follow is to ask yourself “does this

make me happy?” If your answer is “no” or “not sure,”

then it is likely something you should consider

cutting out.

Invest Yourself in the Process: Manifesting is

powerful because it’s not simply about wishing or

wanting. It’s a mind, body, and spiritual process. This

requires a lot of energy and may sometimes be

uncomfortable. You see, when you manifest

something you are putting faith, time, energy, and

physical work into making it happen. This is a huge

commitment! 

Make sure that you continuously re-evaluate and re-

commit to doing the work and taking the necessary

steps to help you along your path. Remember the

universe can do its part and help you out, but if you

aren’t open to doing the work then it won’t make a

difference. Be patient with yourself and engage in

self-care as a way of maintaining your hard work.

Thank the Universe for any Gains: This is a must! If

you find that you are accomplishing your goals and

making movement, remember to thank the

universe, God, or whatever you believe in. Being

thankful not only demonstrates acknowledgement

of the success you are making, but also helps you

focus on gratitude. When we are grateful, we feel

good. Practicing gratitude is also something we can

benefit from doing daily. Find things in your life that

you are grateful for such as friends, partners, income,

family, your home, support groups, time, etc.
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5 Easy Steps to Start Manifesting

Set intentions: also known as goals. Be clear, realistic,

and reasonable when setting them. For example we

don’t want to make our goal so difficult that we set

ourselves up for failure. An example of a goal that

may be unreasonable includes “becoming the

smartest person in the world.” While this is an

amazing wish, it is not something measurable, or

possible for that matter. Instead think of goals that

you can set and hold yourself accountable to along

the way. 

Examples of reasonable goals can include

“becoming debt free,” “buying a home,” “making

career moves,” and “finding a good partner.” It can

also be helpful to get a journal and write down your

intention clearly, what steps to take, and check your

progress. Other ideas can include creating a vision

board or joining a support group that relates to your

intention as a way of holding you accountable.

Get to work! After you get through the first step and

identify intentions the next step is to work on them.

How do you do this? Well, remember that journal I

mentioned in step 1? Use it to write down what steps

to take and how you will follow through on these

steps. For example if your goal is to become debt

free, then it can be helpful to sit down, document

your spending, bills, and necessities (rent, groceries,

etc.). 

After you create your list, spreadsheet, or whatever

you decide to create then it’s time to identify ways of

achieving your goals. This can include cutting out

wasteful spending. 
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5 Easy Steps to Start Manifesting cont...

Be flexible, open, and adaptable: The tricky thing

about manifesting is that sometimes we end up

with a completely different result. This isn’t an easy

thing to accept or appreciate, however, it becomes

worthwhile if we focus on being flexible, open, and

adaptable to whatever life brings. Be flexible and

practice being out of your comfort zone. Be open to

exploring the path you are taken on. Be adaptable

and learn to adjust as your path unwinds. One thing

I learned from a previous supervisor was “enjoy and

trust in the process.” When I first heard this it was

such an alien concept that I quickly dismissed it.

Years later I realized that the process is crucial and

we can’t simply focus on the end result. We grow

from the process, we become stronger from the

process, and in all truths we must go through the

process in order to get to our destination.

&



idiosyncratic to our context. However, our collective

experience as members of a group can only be

understood and validated through visibility and

representation. 

This idea of the “collective experience” and its

relation to visibility is particularly true if you belong

to a minority group. If this sounds confusing, let me

clarify. Seeing our own experiences highlighted and

valued in society can help us normalize what we are

going through. It also gives us a sense of community;

“you know how I feel, you understand me; therefore,

you see me.”
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VISIBILITY IS MORE THAN BEING SEEN...

Visibility is one of the most critical social issues

currently being tackled by our society today. It has

become even more crucial as we continue to break

stigmas and taboos! To clarify, when I talk about

visibility, I am not referring to a person’s physical

ability to see or not. I am referring to the social

construct of seeing yourself and others different

from you represented in your community and in

society at large (media, government, etc). 

Now you might be wondering, “why is it important

to see myself represented? I am unique!” Yes, we are

all unique, and our individual experiences are 

Visibility: What is it & Why Does it
Matter?

B Y  A L E J A N D R A  A L V A R E Z ,  L M F T



Think about it, millions of girls and young women

worldwide now see themselves represented in one

of the highest positions of government. They know

that this person has a better understanding of their

point of view and struggles; it’s unifying.

Increased visibility also has an impact on younger

generations. Seeing POC, women, LGBTQ+, disabled

people, immigrants, and other diverse groups

represented in employment positions, power,

decision making, mass media, and even toys can

make a huge difference. Research shows that

visibility improves the self-esteem and sense of

empowerment of young children of color. Even

having toys that are representative of different

people is crucial and enhances self-esteem!

As incredible as it might seem, this is not new

information. We have not stumbled upon an

incredible enlightened moment. In 1940 Mamie and

Kenneth Clark conducted the now-famous “doll test”

to study segregation. In the most basic terms,

school-aged children were asked to look at 2 dolls,

identify their race, pick which doll they preferred,

and assign positive characteristics. I’m sure we can

all imagine the results; yes, the fair-skinned dolls

were preferred by both African American and

Caucasian children. Now, this is not just

demonstrative of visibility but also racial beliefs and

taboos.

This experiment has been replicated various times in

different applications, and the results are basically

the same. 

CONT...
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VISIBILITY IS ABOUT MORE THAN BEING SEEN...

I think we’ve all had people from older generations

argue that when they were younger or in the “old

days,” there weren’t as many people identifying with

a particular group like they are today. Some of these

groups, for example, include LGBTQ+ folx, individuals

on the autism spectrum, people with disabilities, etc.

This “boom” is attributed to different reasons; some

are valid, and others are founded in fear and

ignorance. Visibility can be attributed as one of

those reasons.

For example, let’s consider people with disabilities.

There is an underlying misconception that, for some

reason, there are more disabled individuals

nowadays than in previous generations. While

advances in medicine and technology have

increased the quality and expectancy of life, the fact

is that disabled people have been a part of our

society forever. The difference is visibility! They are

no longer hiding, being kept away, treated

differently, ignored, etc. Because we interact with

them daily and see them more commonly

represented in the community, we normalize their

experiences. This notion can be applied to any other

group of people in our society who have previously

lacked visibility and representation.

Modern-day social movements are part of the

progression of visibility. Every time we see ourselves

represented, it impacts our self-esteem, mental

health, sense of belonging, empowerment, etc. Look

at our Vice President Kamala Harris. Regardless of

your political opinions and background, having a

woman who identifies as a POC as vice-president of

our nation is a huge step forward! 



Having a bias does not make you a bad person;

however, acting on a bias can. Recognize your Bias

and deal with it; talk to others, seek professional

help, and be honest. Become an advocate and

continue growing as a person. This world needs

more people who are allies and advocates for

change and equality. Remember that while a

particular issue might not be affecting you, it might

be the primary concern in someone else’s life. 

Focus on creating a growth mindset; don’t focus on

what you don’t know; focus on what you are willing

to learn. One final suggestion is to be wary of merely

being “woke” or aware of social issues that impact

other groups. We must commit and practice daily.

This means calling out discrimination, hate, racism,

sexism, homophobia, and other forms of ignorance.

This can include calling out family, friends, co-

workers, and others around us.

Finally, strive to be respectful and to provide others

with the same sense of safety you want. The reality is

that there are groups of people who experience daily

discrimination, violence, lack of access to resources,

trauma, and so much more. Even if you disagree,

don’t understand, have different opinions, or

whatever it might be, we are all human. We are all

here together. We must be respectful of one another

and, most importantly, conscious of other people’s

safety.

CONT...
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VISIBILITY IS ABOUT MORE THAN BEING SEEN...

While these results demonstrate deeper racial and

social concerns, they are also showing us that

minorities and disenfranchised groups lack visibility,

leading to distorted views of self.

So, What can We Do? How do We
Promote Visibility? How Do We
Increase Representation?

Celebrate and support visibility! Buy the crayons that

represent all skin tones, purchase the toys that are

not selective to your child’s gender/ethnicity.

Support small businesses, grants, scholarships,

philanthropy, and organizations that service

disenfranchised and minority groups. Small

contributions can amount to great things and

provide access to increased visibility.

Educate yourself. Step outside your comfort zone

and learn about other people’s experiences and life.

It can be humbling to look at another human being

with no preconceived notions and just learn about

who they are as an individual. Expose yourself to

other cultures, traditions, religions, etc. 

Continue to be curious. Curiosity is one of the most

powerful remaining childish aspects of our persona.

Be curious about people and their lives, continue to

learn and explore the many facets of society.

Become aware of biases. I don’t like to demonize

Bias because I don’t think it is helpful. However, Bias

is there! We all have them; they come from our

culture, home life, community, etc. 
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As I was finishing up this article, I felt it was

important to highlight the recent increase in hate

crimes against Asian Americans and Pacific Islanders

due to misconceptions about the pandemic (covid-

19). No human should fear for their life because of

the color of their skin, gender, culture, or ethnic

background. As a mental health provider, minority,

and woman, I stand with our Asian American and

Pacific Islander brothers and sisters; and urge others

to become involved and create safe spaces for

healing and hope.

“By forcing people to hide, intolerance creates its own
cynical logic: when a large portion of a group goes

unrecognized, it only makes marginalizing the whole
easier. Visibility, on the other hand, creates acceptance.”

-Unknown



However, this discomfort shows me why it’s so

important to write this article and make space for

healing. As you read this, I encourage you to check in

with yourself and notice what comes up for you. If

possible, take a moment to pause, honor, listen, and

follow what feels true and right for you. 

I believe there can be no discourse on queerness and

sexuality in healing without an acknowledgement of

the socio-political systems that pervade the physical,

psychological, energetic, and spiritual

traumas/violations of an individual. As queer

individuals (or anybody who does not fit the

heteronormative framework), we often grow up in

environments with subtle (and not so subtle)

messages that who we are is shameful.
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*I want to begin by acknowledging that sex and

sexuality can look different for everyone. I write from

a place of acknowledgement: I am a queer cis-

gendered Latinx male therapist and by no means

am I an expert on everyone’s sexuality. I firmly

believe you are the only expert in what sex is and

looks like for you. My intention for this article is that

it will provide validation and spark curiosity of

queerness and sex along someone’s healing journey.

This also does not apply (in any way) to abusive and

violating sexual interactions. This applies to sex and

sexuality in the context of mutual trust and respect

for agency, needs, wants, and choices. Even as I write

this, as a therapist and as a human, I notice a

discomfort and anxiety writing about healing in sex

and sexuality. 

The Potential for Healing Sex
B Y  D A V I D  Q U I R O Z ,  L M F T



People who have learned to disregard themselves

through either family dynamics, traumas, or

internalized homophobia often have difficulty

expressing wants and needs during sex.

To practice awareness to differentiate healing and

harmful sexuality for ourselves, let us reflect and look

inward to explore where these feelings may be

coming from. We can check in with ourselves and

feel if this sexuality is intertwined with any trauma or

violation. Let us practice self-compassion as best we

can for whatever is revealed to us in this moment.

Let us notice if something feels good. 

Let us notice when something does not feel good.

Let us observe what feelings and sensations occur

within the body when we want to use our power

and utilize our voice about what does and does not

feel good. Let us observe what feelings and

sensations in the body come up for us when we

want to express what does and does not feel good

but feel like we can’t. It is my hope that our voices

can be respected by the other person or people

involved.

If not, this may be an opportunity to ask ourselves if

sex is something we want to engage in with this

person or people. After all, "trust is a crucial part of

the imtimacy that yields pleasure for ourselves and

others." [2] How powerful and healing is it to be able

to practice this discernment?

Through practicing what feels right and true for my

body and myself, the potential for healing through

sex became clearer and more aligned. How healing

is it to be able to use our voice, power, and choice

during sex and have these honored? To engage in

sex with folx who are also deeply committed to the

mutual healing that can be facilitated through sex? 
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That we must be different, or at least perform to be

someone different, for approval, worthiness, survival,

and acceptance. That our sex and sexuality should

be silenced. This may lead to internalized

homophobia: a "person's direction of negative social

attitudes towards the self, leading to a devaluation

of the self and resultant internal conflicts and poor

self-regard." [1] 

My personal healing journey and the healing I have

witnessed as a therapist has shown me that while

internalized homophobia can lead to a disregard of

self, healing and reclaiming of self can happen in sex

within the context of mutual trust, respect, and

agency. Trusting, consensual, intentional, and

mindful sex can be an opportunity to reclaim self,

sex, and sexuality. While the relationship between

sex and healing is tender and complicated—for

example, I believe we must be mindful to not

retraumatize ourselves through playing out

emotional wounds and traumas through sex—I

believe there is a deep potential for healing in sex. 

There is wisdom in learning and knowing the

difference between harmful and healing sex within

yourself. Ultimately, only you know what’s right for

you. It can be helpful to seek out support or a

therapist than can collaboratively guide you in

discovering this wisdom and rediscovering your

sexuality.

There is a difference between what our sexuality is

(not referring to sexual orientation) and the sexuality

that was imposed on us. It is a process to untangle

the sexuality that feels right and true and the

sexuality that is imposed. It requires differentiating

between what feels good to us rather than what we

think is supposed to feel good for us or for whom we

believe we must perform our sexuality. 

Sexual Healing



“Check Your Body’s Checkpoints” by Resmaa

Menakem

Your body has internal checkpoints—physical

sensations that activate when something feels

unfair, frightening, dangerous, or otherwise not right.

These are signals from your soul nerve. They might

alert you to something real, something perceived,

something possible, or something imagined. (To

your body, these are all identical.)

These signals might include a tingle at the back of

your neck, a sinking feeling in your belly, a tightness

in your shoulders, or some other unpleasant

sensation. You’ll know these sensations when you

experience them. These checkpoints are your body’s

early warning signals. They alert you when you are

headed for a fight, flee, or freeze response.

If you’re paying attention, when one of these signals

goes off, you can stop what you’re doing and take

steps to settle your body. This helps you avoid a fight,

flee, or freeze response. It also gives you a chance to

change the dynamic of the situation by leaving it,

stepping back, or saying something like, “You know

what? I’d like to do this differently.”

Whenever one of your body's checkpoints signals

you, investigate it. What do you experience? Where

do you experience it? What emotions, thoughts, or

images are arising with it?

Then ask yourself, "What is this sensation telling me?

What is it urging me to do? What movements do I

need to make? What action needs to be completed?

How can I respond from my deepest integrity-the

best parts of myself? The answer to this last question

will point a way forward. 
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Again and again. You make mistakes. You mistake

mutual attraction for love. You make poor romantic

and sexual relationship choices. You break your

heart open. Again and again…to cross the threshold

from loneliness to solitude. To learn that love is

abundant but compatibility is rare. To learn there is

a difference between hedonism that enables

dissociation and disconnection versus joy and

pleasure that enables presence and intimacy. [3]

The following is a helpful exercise to support you in

sinking back into and checking in with your body for

guidance: 

When our sexuality has been constantly silenced by

people around us and by society as a whole, it is

important to be mindful about what sex can mean

for an individual. It is important to acknowledge

how our relationship with sex can be dynamic and

continuously changing. There is value in the

acknowledgement that engaging in sex despite our

traumas and emotional wounds does not always

mean it is retraumatizing. It is essential to be

mindful of how our emotional wounds can make our

relationship with sex unclear—it is okay to listen to

that too. 

It is equally important to look inward to practice

honesty, radical acceptance, and compassion about

what our relationship to sex is in this moment in

order to be able to distinguish whether we are

engaging with sex from a place of woundedness or a

place of agency and empowerment. It is healing to

practice compassion and gentleness with ourselves

and know that we are not perfect. That this practice

is a continual process, in which choices that may not

feel empowering can also lead to more insight,

growth, and awareness of ourselves. Therein lays the

potential for healing in sex.
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With practice, you'll get more familiar with your

body's checkpoints. Over time, you'll learn to

recognize each signal as soon as it activates, and

you'll know what it's telling you. [4] 
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G R I E F  I N  O U R

D A I L Y  L I V E S

Many people are surprised when I say,

“Grief is not exclusive to death.” Let me

repeat that, “Grief is not exclusive to

death.” Has that resonated yet? If not,

give it some time and continue reading

as I will be discussing why in this post.

I’ve wanted to address the concept of

grief and all of its forms for some time

now because I believe it is crucial to

normalize its presence in our daily lives.

With that said, it is essential to note that

yes, grief is defined as the process of loss.

Now, if grief is not exclusive to death, you

may be asking yourself, “What else can

grief be?” I’m glad you’re asking yourself

that question! Neuroplasticity is doing its

job! Here is a list of events and situations

where one can endure grief but is not

limited to this list:

By Genesis Morales, LMFT

Grief is Not Exclusive to Death
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I am allowed to feel anger and rage and still be a

good person.

There is nothing wrong with my sadness. My

feeling is valid.

Crying is not a weakness. My feelings are not too

much.

My productivity, focus, and motivation do not

measure my worth.

Resting is loving myself. Sleeping is my human

right.

I can miss someone or something and also feel

joy.

I might not have all the answers right now, and

that is okay.

Emotionally, which can inlcude: feeling helpless,

hopeless, sad, and feeling like those feelings will

never end. 

Physically, which include: having a lack of

motivation, not getting things done, wanting to

sleep.

Cognitively which include: hyper-focusing on one

thing, spiraling, difficulty concentrating.

Spiritually, which can include: questioning meaning

and purpose, lost in your spirituality, having an

existential crisis. 

Now that we understand grief in its natural forms

(emotionally, physically, cognitively, and spiritually),

the next step is to acknowledge what you are

feeling, sit with it, reflect on what you need, and let

go when ready. It’s normal for shame and guilt to

show up when you are unaware of your grief; remind

yourself that your feelings and experiences are valid.

Learn to practice compassion and nurturance with

yourself. Below is a list of validations you can use to

acknowledge your grief.

 

CONT...
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Grief is not synonymous with death. This awareness

of grief in our daily lives is essential because when

grief goes unrecognized, it has nowhere to go. It can

make us feel unsettled and even make us feel shame

for not understanding why we think and feel the

way we do when going through these or similar

situations. And when we don’t understand our

emotional responses, we have difficulty verbalizing,

understanding, and communicating our emotional,

physical, and spiritual needs.

So how can we normalize and acknowledge grief

when it presents itself in our daily lives? First, let’s

understand the many ways in which grief presents

itself.  

A break-up

Divorce

Infidelity

Going to bed- being afraid or sad about letting

go of the day

The end of the weekend- being scared or

unhappy about letting go of the weekend

Quarantine (during COVID-19):

Loss of connection with people and friends.

Physical loss of places we found comfort in

Loss of traditions or routines

Loss of a friendship

Loss of a job

Unlearning

Infertility

Changing routines or habits

Moving to a new city or country

Life transitions (ex: graduation, kids going to

college, marriage, having your first child, to name

a few)

Healing from trauma
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Remember, there is nothing wrong with you; you are

grieving. Give yourself permission to feel and

acknowledge your grief because there are no

timelines for grieving or the right way to grief. Pay

attention to your body. When you can recognize

grief in your daily life and can let go of the belief that

grief is exclusive to death, you begin to allow

yourself to feel what is normal and necessary to heal.

Stages of Grief: In 1969, a Swiss-American psychiatrist named Elizabeth Kübler-Ross wrote about the 5 stages of grief in her book
“On Death and Dying”



The Process Of Coming Out

Coming out is commonly seen as a one-t ime experience. The
stereotype is often of a young LGBTQ+ individual coming to
terms with identity,  achieving self-acceptance, and deciding
to disclose to everyone in their  l ives.  The best cases are often
sprinkled with love, acceptance, and nowadays there may
even be a party involved. However,  i t ’s important to remember
that this is al l  too often not the case. This s impli f ied view
minimizes the complexity of coming out,  which in real i ty is a
series of processes that occur across the l i fespan.

THE PROCESS OF

COMING OUT
By Dr. Shainna Ali
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In real i ty,  coming out includes the
process of learning who you are, but
it  also includes the process of
disclosing to others as wel l .  The
coming out process prompts a variety
of stressors.  Throughout the l i fet ime,
an individual is l ikely to be faced with
the question of coming out again and
again. Due to a variety of contexts
that may warrant disclosure, i t  is also
possible that individuals are faced
with coming out stressors throughout
the l i fespan. I t ’s important for us to
consider this cycl ical  process to
acknowledge the real i ty of coming
out experiences and to be able to
better help who are experiencing
coming out mental health concerns.

LGBTQ+ individuals face a number of
stressors when considering coming
out.  Although hopeful to be met with
care and compassion, when
considering coming out LGBTQ+
individuals are often plagued by the
fol lowing questions:
Wil l  ________ understand?
Wil l  ________ st i l l  t reat me the same
way?
Wil l  ________ judge me?
Wil l  ________ be angry?
Wil l  ________ be sad?
Wil l  ________ hurt me?
Wil l  I  lose my job?
Wil l  I  lose my home?
Wil l  I  be safe?

Enduring these stressors,  LGBTQ+
individuals often feel lonely,
disconnected, confused, sad,
ashamed, fearful ,  angry, and
vulnerable. These coming out
stressors help to explain the
unfortunate stat ist ic that LGBTQ+
individuals are 3 t imes more l ikely to
experience a serious mental health
concern.

Since individuals may react in a
variety of ways spanning from
acceptance to abuse, each disclosure
process can be uniquely different.  A
process is seen as a means to an end,
hence, in actual i ty,  coming out is a
set of processes. Further,  i t  is
important to reconsider coming out
as a cycl ical  occurrence in order to
better understand the minority stress
that is endured with subsequent
disclosures. Once an individual has
disclosed to their  loved ones, tel l ing
others may seem simple, however,
that may not be the case. 

Although an individual may be “out
and proud” for decades, due to
individual i ty and context,  an
individual may have a diff icult
coming out experiences throughout
the l i fespan. Common examples may
include moving to a new
neighborhood, blending famil ies,  or
switching jobs. Regardless of an
individual ’s self-acceptance, such
moments may cause those questions,
emotions, and stressors to reappear.

Awareness
The awareness phase begins the
moment an individual is tr iggered to
consider whether or not to disclose.
For example, Alex told his parents he
was gay 8 years ago. Since he has
slowly come out to the rest of his
loved ones and has been with his
partner for 4 years.  However,  Alex
recently changed jobs and a
coworker asks him if  he’s in a
relat ionship. Regardless of Alex’s
self-assurance, love from his partner,
and val idat ion from his loved ones,
he may experience the stressors of
deciding whether or not to disclose
to his coworker.  Almost a decade
later,  Alex is in another coming out
process.
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Assessment
In the assessment phase, the
individual thoroughly considers
whether or not disclosure is needed
and helpful .  This could take as l i t t le
as a few minutes in some cases, and
months in others.  Regardless of how
long ago an individual f i rst  came out,
due to variances in context i t  is st i l l
warranted to consider the intention
and consequences surrounding the
disclosure. I t  is helpful to consider i f
the disclosure is important to the
cl ient.  Further,  i t  can be practical to
consider both the potential  benefits
and r isks.  Vis ibi l i ty can come with a
price and is a val id choice, however,
choosing to withhold can prompt
feel ings of anxiety, shame, and
insincerity.

Decision
The decision phase is characterized
by fol lowing through with either the
decision to disclose or the decision
that disclosure is unwarranted.
Ideal ly,  an individual feels
empowered, whether or not coming
out occurs in that instance. Further,
ref lection is helpful to acknowledge
how the individual was affected by
the decision. From each opportunity
to come out an individual has the
opportunity to experience coming
out growth. Gains from this
empowered recognit ion and stance
could help to combat the stressors
experienced throughout the process.
Recognizing the cycl ical  nature of
coming out,  coming outgrowth
experienced from the decision could
help to buffer against future coming
out stressors.
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